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A Floquet–Bloch approach is employed to demonstrate the stop bands for an infinite locally resonant plate. In addition, the effects
of the connection stiffness of the unit cells on the band gap and dynamic performance of a locally resonant plate are analysed. +e
results show that the degree of inhibition of elastic waves in the band gaps increases rapidly when the connection stiffness of the
unit cells increases within the scope of the transition stage stiffness. However, outside of the range of transition stage stiffness, the
degree of inhibition of elastic waves in the band gaps basically remains unchanged.+is discovery widens the application scope for
vibration and noise control using locally resonant plates.

1. Introduction

+e dynamic and vibrational properties of various structures
have always been a topic of interest to scholars [1-7]. Pe-
riodic structures have attracted a great deal of attention in
the field of vibration and noise control due to their unique
physical properties and wave propagation characteristics.
Elastic wave propagation in periodic structures decays
rapidly within a certain frequency range, which is known as
the band-gap frequency, and the other frequency range is
known as the pass-band frequency. Generally, band gap
generation conditions are divided into two categories: Bragg
scattering mechanisms and locally resonant theory [8]. +e
length of the elastic wave that corresponds to the band-gap
frequency based on the Bragg scattering mechanism is always
of the same order as the lattice size, so the band gap generally
occurs within the high-frequency range. At the same time, the
length of the elastic wave that corresponds to the band-gap
frequency based on locally resonant band gap theory is longer
than the lattice size, so a low-frequency band gap can be
obtained. +is phenomenon has attracted significant atten-
tion from researchers, both domestically and overseas.

+e locally resonant plate is suitable for vibration and
noise control within different frequency ranges and has
strong vibration and noise absorption ability in a narrow

frequency range. However, typical narrowband properties
hinder the application of locally resonant plates. To expand
applicability, domestic and overseas scholars have proposed
various strategies for the expansion of the band-gap fre-
quency range of locally resonant plates. Peng et al. [9, 10]
studied the working mechanism and design criteria for the
modelling technology of single and multiple band-gap plates
and noted that the band-gap frequency can be widened by
increasing themass of the unit cell, which is not conducive to
light structure design. Casadei et al. [11] arranged resistance
induction (RL) piezoelectric patches on an elastic plate
periodically, and all shunting circuits were tuned to the same
frequency. +e results showed that structural acoustic ra-
diation in the band-gap frequency can be significantly
inhibited, but only a very narrow band gap was obtained.
Mei et al. [12] designed a thin-film acoustic locally resonant
plate for the effective absorption of low-frequency noise in
air. Claeys et al. [13] used Nastran and LMS Virtual Lab
commercial software to calculate the acoustic radiation
performance of a single band gap locally resonant plate, and
the influence of the coincidence frequency and band-gap
frequency on the acoustic radiation performance of a locally
resonant plate was discussed. From the literature, it is found
that all studies are carried out assuming a whole plate/
membrane structure that is equivalent to rigid unit cell edges.
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However, there are many examples of elastic coupled plates in
practical engineering, for example, ship hulls, land and space
vehicles, and building structures. To the best of the authorʼs
knowledge, there has been no work reported on the dynamic
performance of locally resonant plates considering the effects
of elastic unit cell edges. +e main purpose of this study is to
partially fill this research gap. +e dynamic performance and
vibration transfer performance of elastically coupled unit cells
are of interest to both researchers and application engineers.
An emerging understanding of the interactions of elastically
coupled unit cells will provide insight into the utilization of
these locally resonant plates in practical vibration control
applications. +is work will focus on the effects of the con-
nection stiffness of unit cells on the band gap and vibration
transfer performance of locally resonant plates.

+is study is presented in four sections. Following the
introduction, Section 2 provides the theoretical background
for locally resonant plates based on a unit cell with an elastic
connection, and the dispersion curves are obtained. In Section
3, the effects of elastic connection stiffness on the band gap
and vibration transfer performance of the locally resonant
plate are discussed.+e final section presents a brief summary
and the conclusions of the present investigations.

2. Theory

+e locally resonant plate with elastic unit cell edges is
shown in Figure 1. kcx, kcy, and kcz are the x, y and z di-
rectional support connection stiffness coefficients, and kcr is
the rotation connection stiffness coefficient of the unit cell.
In Figure 2, the degrees of freedom of unit cells are divided
into three parts: the degrees of freedom inside a unit cell, the
degrees of freedom of the boundary, and the degrees of
freedom at the intersection of the boundary. According to
the Floquet–Bloch theorem [14, 15], nodal displacement and
nodal force on the boundary can be expressed as follows
[16]:where μx � kxLx and μy � kyLy represent the x and y

directional wave propagation constants, respectively, and
the subscripts (LB,RB, LT,RT) and (L, R, B, T) represent
the degrees of freedom at the intersections and the boundary
degrees of freedom, respectively.

UR � e
− ikxLx UL,

UT � e
− ikyLy UB,

FR � −e
− ikxLx FL,

FT � −e
− ikyLy FB,

URB � e
− ikxLx ULB,

ULT � e
− ikyLy ULB,

URT � e
− i kxLx+kyLy( 

ULB,

FRB � −e
− ikxLx FLB,

FLT � −e
− ikyLy FLB,

FRT � e
− i kxLx+kyLy( 

FLB,

(1)

With no consideration of the damping effect, the motion
equation of the periodic unit cell under the excitation of a
harmonic force is expressed in the following matrix form
[17]:

[K] + Kb  − ω2
[M]  U{ } � F{ }, (2)

where [K] and [M] are the element stiffness matrix and
mass matrix of the unit cells, respectively, and [Kb] is the
connection stiffness matrix of the unit cells, including
kx , ky, kz , and kr . ω is the vibration circle frequency.
U{ } � ULB ULT URT URB UL UR UB UT UI 

T is the
displacement vector of the unit cells. +e displacement
vector is comprised of two parts: boundary displacement
and internal displacement of the unit cell, and
F{ } � FLB FLT FRT FRB FL FR FB FT FI 

T is the load
vector. When waves travel freely, FI  � 0, and the left
multiplication reduction matrix T and the displacement
vector of the unit cell U{ } are represented by the most re-
duced displacement matrix [U∗] [18]:

[U] � [T] U
∗

 , (3)

[F] � [R] F
∗

 , (4)

where [U∗] � ULB UL UB UI , [F∗] � [FLB FL FB FI].
Equations (3) and (4) are substituted into equation (2) and
expressed as follows:

T
H

[K] + Kb  − ω2
[M] T U

∗
  � 0, (5)

where TH is the conjugate transpose matrix of T, and
equation (5) can be given as follows [16]:

K′  − ω2
M′   U

∗
  � 0. (6)

Equation (6) is the eigenvalue equation of the frequency
ω2, and the frequency is expressed as the periodic function of
μx and μy. For (μx, μy) and (μx + 2m1π, μy + 2m2π), where
m1, m2 are integers, the eigenvalue and the eigenvector
obtained from equation (6) is the same. μx and μy are
generally complex numbers. +e real part represents the
phase variation during wave propagation, while the imag-
inary part represents the wave attenuation along x and y

directions of wave propagation. When μx and μy are the real
values, the value given by equation (6) is real and positive,
and the dispersion relation of the periodic structure can be
solved. +e curve for the characteristic frequencies varies
with μx and μy and produces the dispersion diagram, which
is the pass band of the periodic structure. Other frequency
bands that have no characteristic frequency for μx and μy are
the band gaps. If Re(μx) ∈ [−π, π] and Re(μy) ∈ [−π, π], the
frequencies of the locally resonant plate can be obtained for
the entire period range. When the structural material is
isotropic, the wave propagates in a similar way in the positive
or negative direction. +e dispersion diagram of the unit cell
is symmetric about μx � 0 and μy � 0, so the range of the
wave propagation constant can be set as Re(μx) ∈ [0, π] and
Re(μy) ∈ [0, π] [19].
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3. Numerical Results and Discussion

+e unit cell of the locally resonant plate in this section is
composed of a plate and a mass spring system, as shown in
Figure 1, where the addedmass is 20% of the base plate mass,
and the spring stiffness is defined as follows [13]:

1
2π

��

k

m



� p. (7)

+e material properties of the locally resonant plate are
given in Table 1. +e dispersion surface of the locally res-
onant plate is shown in Figure 3, assuming that the support
connection stiffness coefficients and rotation connection
stiffness coefficient of the unit cell are infinite, i.e., kcx �

kcy � kcz � 1 × 1015 Pa and kcr � 1 × 1015 N/rad. +e figure
shows that the band-gap frequency of the locally resonant
plate is 991Hz–1092Hz. +e influence of the connection
stiffness on the band-gap performance of the locally reso-
nant plates will be discussed.

Assuming that the support connection stiffness coeffi-
cients kcx and kcy and rotation connection stiffness coefficient
kcr are infinite, i.e., kcx � kcy � 1 × 1015 Pa and
kcr � 1 × 1015 N/rad, the variation in band gap with boundary
support connection stiffness coefficient kcz is shown in Fig-
ure 4. +e band-gap frequency range of the locally resonant
plate is approximately 988Hz–1000Hz when the connection
support stiffness coefficient of the locally resonant plate
changes from 0 to 1 × 106 Pa (stage I). +e band-gap fre-
quency range of the locally resonant plate increases rapidly
when the support connection stiffness coefficient of the unit
cells increases from 1 × 106 Pa to 1 × 108 Pa (stage II, namely,
the transition stage). +e band-gap frequency range of the
locally resonant plate basically remains unchanged (ap-
proximately 991Hz–1092Hz) when the support connection
stiffness coefficient of the unit cells is greater than 1 × 108 Pa
(stage III).

Figure 5 shows the variation in the band gap with the
rotation connection stiffness coefficient kcr, assuming that the
connection stiffness coefficients are infinite, i.e.,
kcx � kcy � kcz � 1 × 1015 Pa. +e band-gap frequency range
of the locally resonant plate basically remains unchanged
(approximately 991Hz–1018Hz) when the boundary rotation
connection stiffness coefficient increases from 0 to
1 × 104 N/rad (stage I). +e band-gap frequency range of the
locally resonant plate increases rapidly when the rotation
connection stiffness coefficient increases from 1 × 104 N/rad
to 1 × 106 N/rad (stage II, namely, the transition stage), and
when the boundary rotation connection stiffness coefficient is
greater than 1 × 106 N/rad, the band-gap frequency range of
the locally resonant plate remains basically unchanged (stage
III). At the same time, the lower limit of the band-gap fre-
quency remains basically unchanged. +rough a comparison
of Figure 4 and Figure 5, it can be observed that the support
connection stiffness coefficient has a greater influence on the
band-gap frequency of the locally resonant plate than the
boundary rotation connection stiffness coefficients.

+e internal physical mechanisms for these phenomena
can be interpreted as follows: the small connection stiffness
coefficients actually lead to weak coupling of the unit cells,
reducing the interaction of the resonators and the original
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Figure 1: Schematic view of an infinite locally resonant plate.
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Figure 2: Definitions of the elements and nodes for a unit cell.
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structure to a certain degree, and the large connection
stiffness coefficients lead to a high structural coupling of the
unit cells, resulting in no free wave propagation, which is
possible in a frequency region around the resonance fre-
quency of the mass spring system.

In this study, a finite plate is derived by repeating the unit
cell 10 × 10 times, so that a plate with dimension of 1m by
1m is obtained. +e plate is simply supported along its

boundaries, and the coordinate system is chosen as shown in
Figure 1, kcx � kcy � 1 × 1015 Pa and kcr � 1 × 1015 N/rad.
When the support connection stiffness coefficient kcz has
different values and the unit harmonic force is applied along
the z direction at (0.45m, 0) of the finite locally resonant
plate, the frequency response curve is obtained as shown in
Figure 6. It can be observed from this figure that the velocity
amplitude of the locally resonant plate slightly decreases
within the band-gap frequency range and that the band gap
is narrow when the support connection stiffness coefficient is
kcz � 1 × 107 Pa. +e velocity amplitude of the locally res-
onant plate within the band-gap frequency range signifi-
cantly decreases and the width of the band-gap frequency
range significantly increases when the boundary support
connection stiffness coefficient of the unit cells is
kcz � 1 × 108 Pa. When kcz � 1 × 109 Pa and kcz �

1 × 1015 Pa, the velocity amplitude reduction of the locally
resonant plate within the band-gap frequency range is al-
most the same. Figure 7 illustrates the frequency response
curves for the locally resonant plate with different rotation
connection stiffness coefficients for the unit cells. It has
almost less effect on the frequency response of the locally
resonant plate when the rotation connection stiffness co-
efficient is kcr � 5 × 104 N/rad. As the rotational stiffness
coefficient further increases, a sensitive effect zone can be
observed, in which increasing the connection stiffness co-
efficient of the unit cells will result in a large attenuation of
the velocity amplitude over a wide range. When the con-
nection stiffness coefficient increases beyond
kcr � 1 × 107 N/rad, the velocity amplitude attenuation and
width of the band-gap frequency range are basically un-
changed, and most of the vibration energy is absorbed by the
mass spring system in the band-gap frequency range,
resulting in significantly low vibration amplitudes for the
base plate structure. +e vibration amplitudes of the finite
locally resonant plate in response to excitations within the

Table 1: Material properties and dimensions of the unit cell.

Density ρs � 7850 kg/m3

Poissonʼs ratio vs � 0.3
Elasticity modulus Es � 210GPa
+ickness ts � 15mm
+e size of unit cell Lx � Ly � 0.1m
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Figure 3: Dispersion surfaces for a locally resonant plate.
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Figure 4: +e band-gap frequencies of the locally resonant plate
vary with different support connection stiffness coefficients of the
unit cell.
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Figure 5: +e band-gap frequencies of the locally resonant plate
vary with different rotation connection stiffness coefficients of the
unit cell.
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pass-band frequencies are displayed in comparison and are
significantly larger in magnitude. In summary, whether the
support stiffness is increased or the rotation stiffness is
increased, the higher limit of the band gap is affected the
most by the connection stiffness coefficients, although the
lower limit of the stop band remains mostly unchanged. In
other words, the lower limit of the stop band is strongly
linked to the resonance frequency of the mass spring system,
while the upper limit is more influenced by the interaction of
the mass spring system and the original plate structure with
different connection stiffness coefficients.

+e effect of connection stiffness coefficients on the
vibration transfer function of the locally resonant plate can
be shown by taking the rotation connection stiffness coef-
ficient kcr as an example. Assuming that the boundary

support connection stiffness coefficients along the x, y, z

directions are infinite, a unit harmonic force is applied at
(0.45m, 0) along the z direction at 1000.5Hz frequency
within the band gap. +e variation in the velocity amplitude
distribution of the locally resonant plate with the rotation
connection stiffness coefficient kcr is shown in Figure 8. It
can be observed from this figure that the velocity amplitude
distribution of the locally resonant plate is significantly
reduced after seven unit cell periods when kcr �

5 × 104 N/rad. However, the velocity amplitude distribution
of the locally resonant plate is significantly reduced after
three unit cell periods when kcr � 2 × 105 N/rad.+e velocity
amplitude distribution of the locally resonant plate is sig-
nificantly reduced after two unit cell periods when the ro-
tation connection stiffness coefficient kcr � 1 × 107 N/rad,
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Figure 6: Frequency response curves for the locally resonant band-gap plate with different support connection stiffness coefficients of the
unit cell.
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and when kcr � 1 × 107 N/rad and kcr � 1 × 1015 N/rad
(stage III), the velocity amplitude distribution of the locally
resonant plate basically remains the same.

+e above discussion proves that there exists a “tran-
sition stage stiffness” for the unit cell, within which the band
gap and the degree of inhibition of elastic waves increase
rapidly when the connection stiffness coefficients of the unit
cells increase. Outside of the transition stage stiffness range,
the band gap and the degree of inhibition of elastic waves
basically remain unchanged.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a computational model of a locally resonant
plate based on the elastic connection of unit cells was
established, and the influence of connection stiffness coef-
ficients on the band gap and vibration performance of a local
resonant structure was analysed. It was found that the band
gaps can be tuned using the connection stiffness of the unit
cells, and the bandwidth and degree of inhibition increase
rapidly in the range of the transition stage stiffness.+e effect
of vibration reduction of local resonant structures is not
affected if the corresponding connection stiffness coefficients
are adjusted above the transition stage. +is new discovery is
of great significance to the practical application of local
resonance plates in vibration and noise control.
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